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Creating Safe Schools &
Healthy Communities

Introduction ….

Tim Makris
Co-Founder and Managing Director
of Sandy Hook Promise
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When you leave today …
• What needs to happen to get sustained gun
violence
prevention
in our country
Timothy
Makris
– Executive
Director
• Sandy Hook Promise’s role in creating this
Marksustained
Bardenchange
– Managing Director
- Who are we
- What do we do
- How we
do it
Paula Fynboh
– National
Field Director
- Why we do it
- Impact
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WHO is Sandy Hook Promise
Sandy Hook Promise (SHP) is a nonprofit
organization
led–byExecutive
several family
members who
Timothy
Makris
Director
lost loved ones at the Sandy Hook Elementary
School shooting on December 14, 2012.

Mark Barden – Managing Director

Paula Fynboh – National Field Director
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WHAT we do
Prevent gun violence BEFORE it happens by

Timothy
Makris
– engaged
Executive
creating
a culture
and Director
committed to:
• Identifying, intervening and getting help for
individuals– who
may be at-risk
of hurting
Mark Barden
Managing
Director
themselves or others
• Limiting identified at-risk youth and adults

Paula ownership
Fynboh –of/access
National
Field Director
to firearms
until they are
deemed fit
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HOW we do it
1. Educating and empowering youth and adults,
at no cost, in our “Know the Signs” gun
violence prevention programs
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HOW we do it
2. Attracting and building an “influential
majority” base of Americans, especially from
the sensible center and center-right, through:
• The voice and moral authority of SHP family members
• Our moderate, above-the-politics position
• Community-based “human-side” prevention message.

HOW we do it
3. Organizing and mobilizing the influential majority to
pass state and federal policy preventing at-risk
individuals from hurting themselves or others,
including limiting their ownership of/access to firearms
Core SHP Policy Platform
Extreme Risk Protection Orders (ERPOs)
Mental health intervention programs – especially amongst youth
School violence prevention mandates and funding
Universal background checks
Prohibit trafficking of firearms
Gun violence prevention research funding
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HOW we do it
SHP targets the top 25 states that generate 80%
of U.S. deaths by firearm and violent crimes

WHY we do it
Timothy Makris – Executive Director
So no other

Mark Barden – Managing Directorparent has to
experience
the loss of
Paula Fynboh – National Field Director
their child
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WHY we do it – Specific Goal
Timothy
Makris
Executive
Director
Achieve
a 20%–reduction
in total
acts of gun

violence in the top 25 states generating 80% of
U.S. violent crimes and deaths by 2026 with
Mark
Bardenreduction
– Managing
Director
accelerated
post-2026
as our programs,
influential majority and policy grow and expand.

Paula Fynboh – National Field Director
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A Little Background…
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Gun violence (defined as homicide, suicide and
unintentional shooting) in America is significant…
112,000
Are Shot

(19,300 Children & Teens)

390,000
Witnesses

(150,000 Children & Teens)

Average

500,000

Acts of Gun
Violence Each
Year Since 2004

32,000
Lose Their Lives
(~2/3 are suicide)
(2,500 Children & Teens)

80,000
Are Injured

(16,800 Children & Teens)

53 Children and Teens are Shot
and 7 Die Every Day

Source: FBI, CDC, SHP Calculations. The Truth About Kids and Guns. Average Annually.
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30+ years since any significant policy on
Federal level despite national efforts
• Become an “acceptance” culture
• Complacent on approach – same old tools
• Launched initiative to better understand
-

What are the causes of gun violence?
Why haven’t Americans engaged in this issue?
How can it be prevented?
What is getting in the way of prevention?
What role can we take?
2
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SHP quantitative and qualitative research …
• SHP conducted 10 months of research …
-

Academics – violence field
Law enforcement
Educators, Superintendents, School Boards
Gun owners/groups, non-gun owners
Mental health professionals
Social movement experts
Conducted qualitative and quantitative research with
parents, educators, caretakers

• SHP developed key conclusions from this research
that form the foundation of our mission
2

Key findings that informed our mission
1. We have not attracted, educated and built an “influential
majority” of Americans to shift culture and pass sensible
prevention policy.
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We are not engaging the right people with right
message, nor addressing all root causes
- Targeting primarily “left/progressives” versus L/Ps
and the sensible center who, history shows, drives
sustained change
- People not engaged; they look away. Why?
-

Feeling helpless/hopeless
Not personal. About an object versus me.
Turned off by pro/anti-gun rhetoric
Mis/un-informed … happens over there, not where I live
Demonizing me as a gun owner
Treading on freedoms and protecting my family

Key findings that informed our mission
2. Belief that policy and politics are THE only solutions to
stopping gun violence.
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Key findings that informed our mission
3. There is too much focus on “the gun” and not enough on
“the human” holding the gun - we need to focus on mental
health & wellness early intervention programs
Individuals display signs and signals BEFORE they hurt
themselves or others – especially youth grades 6-12

• 80% of school shooters told someone of their violent plans prior
to the event; 59% told more than one person
• 93% of above mentioned shooters showed pre-offense
disturbing behavior that concerned others around them
• Young adults and adults involved in (gun) violence showed signs
and signals as early as age 12, some even younger
• 70% of youths who completed suicide communicated their
struggles in statements and behavior changes

Each year, there are hundreds of thousands
of acts of youth violence and victimization
749,000 students
were victims of violence
1,000,000 students
were threatened or
injured with a weapon
on school property

876,000 students were
afraid of attack or harm at
school

250,000 students seriously
considered attempting suicide

5% of school teachers reported
that they had been physically
attacked by a student from their
school

1,000,000 students were
harassed, threatened or subject
to other forms of cyberbullying
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These acts have and continue to undermine
individual and school safety and well-being
- Disruption of learning and safety
- Stressful school environment
- Trauma and mental illness
- Loss of teaching time and days at school
- At its extreme, loss of life via suicide or homicide

SHP conducted year-long research
1. How to minimize these pathway behaviors by conducting
qualitative and quantitative research

2. How best to deliver and sustain identified solutions in
schools across the US
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Unfortunately, no national programs and
major gaps where signs observed …
-There is no national organization or program delivering and
sustaining schools in signs and signals
- Programs are fragmented and regional
- Lack measurement, evidence of impact
- Funding to deliver consistently
• Where signs and signals were reported to be “known” or
understood, youth and adults
- See the signs, but ignore or discredit them
- No process to report and assess
- Multiple programs with different messages (suicide)
- Awareness low and not reinforced

School district program delivery and
sustainability findings …
- Funding and human resource to deliver / sustain programs
- Teaching time limitations given classroom priorities
- Managing multiple similar programs / messages /
processes brought in by multiple resources
- Training time for educators and administrators limited
- Inability to measure impact and effectiveness
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Conclusion … SHP will be the organization to
• Educate youth and adults to recognize the signs and
signals of individuals who may want to hurt themselves
or others
• Deliver programs in schools at no cost and with multiple
platforms to meet the time constraints of students and
educators
• Sustain programs through SHP in-district support and
empowerment of youth by supporting and embedding
of our youth programs in existing or newly formed
student clubs

Resulting Approach …
1. Educating and empowering youth and adults,
at no cost, in our “Know the Signs” gun
violence prevention programs
2. Attracting and building an “influential
majority” base of Americans
3. Organizing and mobilizing the influential
majority to pass state and federal policy
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Violence and Victimization Prevention Programs

Start With Hello ™ (SWH)
Teaches youth how to identify and
minimize social isolation, marginalization
and rejection in order to create an
inclusive, connected community. Key
outcomes:
• Connected community
• Bullying reduction
• Fosters socialization, up-standers
Evidenced Informed

• Changes culture from within
• New engagement levels
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Signs of Suicide™ (SOS)
Trains youth and adults how to
identify, intervene and get help for
people who may be depressed or
suicidal. Key outcomes:
• Reduce suicide and ideology
• Better understand signs and signals
of suicide and depression
• Get help for students in need
• Speak and act with credibility
• Breaks down stigmas
Evidenced Based - SAMHSA NREPP

Say Something™ (SS)

Evidenced Informed

Teaches students how to recognize signs, especially in social media, of an
individual who may be a threat to themselves or others and say something
to a trusted adult or report it using our Anonymous Reporting System. Key
outcomes:
• Educate on signs and signals – especially in social media
• Fosters “up-stander” culture
• Reduction in violence, suicide and cutting, bullying
• More students getting help
• Well informed school / school district
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Anonymous Reporting System
• Offers Phone, Web/PC, Mobile App Anonymous Reporting

Anonymous Reporting System

• All tips forwarded to law enforcement (as needed) and directly to assigned
individuals in a school / school district (via text, email and/or phone call)
• Turnkey backend support for schools - Real time tracking, reporting until case
is resolved and closed
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Why it will work? Proven Success in Colorado

2015-2016 Submissions
1,341
1,059
637
260
241
219
194
184
169
152

5,706 Submissions

1,250

Safety Assessment & Intervention ™ (SAI)
Trains a multi-disciplinary team how to
identify, assess and respond to threats
and observed at-risk behavior. Key
outcomes:
• Safer, more open school environment
• Violence, bullying, threats reduction
• Educator fear, anxiety reduction
• Short, long term suspension reduction
Evidenced Based - SAMHSA NREPP

• More positive view of teachers and
staff by students
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Program Delivery and Sustainability…
Delivery - AT NO COST

Timothy
Executive
Director
• DirectMakris
Training for–all
programs – 100+
National Trainers
• Digital Download (Say Something and Start With Hello only)
• NEW Interactive Video with DC based EverFi (October 2017)
Mark
Barden – Managing Director
Sustainability -

• SHP
Program Managers
work Field
with schools
post-launch
Paula
Fynboh
– National
Director
• Embed youth programs in existing clubs

• NEW acquired SAVE Student Club (2,200 chapters)
• SHP annual call-to-action weeks
• Materials, collateral for students, community and parents
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Build an Influential Majority …
• Acknowledge and validate helplessness & hopelessness …
Introduce what can be done NOW
• Introduce and educate Americans that gun violence is
preventable if you “Know the Signs”
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“EVAN PSA”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

145 million views – multiple platforms of sensible center
1.2 billion impressions
72% of GVP message during 3 week period
Every major and secondary TV, Digital, ROP and Magazine
Training video - DHS, FBI BAU, Disney, school districts
Engagement and program training
60+ Awards Globally … most awarded of 2016
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Build an Influential Majority …
• Acknowledge and validate helplessness & hopelessness …
Introduce what can be done NOW
• Introduce and educate Americans that gun violence is
preventable if you “Know the Signs”
• Recruit and organize “Promise Leaders” to raise awareness
and take action in schools and communities
• Target the sensible-center and center-right with sensible
message and actions

Pass Federal and State Policy …
• Enact sensible policy
- Mandates that require schools to implement our life-saving
Timothy
Makris
– Executive Director
prevention
programs
- Limiting identified at-risk youth and adults access to firearms
until they are deemed fit

Mark
Barden – Managing Director
• Grassroots organizing, creating champions in key districts
• Leveraging voice of family members, partnerships and

Paula
Fynboh – National Field Director
alliances
• Educating legislators, media and other influencers

• Quality over quantity base who is present when needed to
create change … NRA and AARP models

2
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Pass Federal and State Policy …
Core SHP Policy Platform

Timothy Extreme
Makris
– Executive Director
Risk Protection Orders (ERPO/GVROs)
Mental health intervention programs –
especially amongst youth

Mark Barden
– Managing Director
School violence prevention mandates and
funding

Universal background checks

Paula Fynboh – National Field Director
Prohibit trafficking of firearms

Gun violence prevention research funding

2
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SHP Impact and Momentum…

SHP Impact and Momentum…
• Stopped multiple school mass shooting, suicide and gun
threats;
intervened
on cutters andDirector
abusers
Timothy
Makris
– Executive
• Trained nearly 2,000,000+ youth and adults in our Know
the Signs Programs

Mark Barden – Managing Director

• Significantly reduced bullying; have gotten help for
hundreds of students in need of mental health assistance

Paula Fynboh – National Field Director

2
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SHP Impact and Momentum…
• Built an influential majority base of 1,300,000+ and engaged
and trained
2,500+
volunteer Promise
Leaders
Timothy
Makris
– Executive
Director
• Lead passage of major Mental Health Reform bill as part
of the CURES Act in December 2016

Mark Barden – Managing Director

• Advised and lobbied for mental health and background
check Executive Actions taken by the President in 2016

Paula
Fynbohthe–passage
National
• Supported
of newField
laws inDirector
13 states,
leveraging our voice and “influential majority”

2
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SHP Impact and Momentum…
• National reach in 4,000 schools (pre SAVE acquisition)
with concentrated
in OH,Director
FL, CA, CT, MA … with
Timothy
Makris – presence
Executive
TX, LA, GA, VA expansion underway
• Partner with Discovery Education and EverFi

Mark Barden – Managing Director

• Fielding 2 Controlled Tests (RCTs) with University of
Michigan Youth Violence Prevention Center at LAUSD and
Dade PS
PaulaMiami
Fynboh
– .National Field Director
o We are in search of a third school district if folks
would like to connect with me after the presentation
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Closing …
• What needs to happen to get sustained gun
violence prevention in our country

Timothy
Makris
- Pull
all levers–ofExecutive
social change Director

- Reach and engage sensible center – give experience
- Reach two generations of Americans – build base
Address gun
and human-side
GV factors/influencers
Mark -Barden
– Managing
Director

• Sandy Hook Promise’s role

Education,
Grassroots,
Program,
Policy
Paula --Fynboh
–
National
Field
Director
Sensible center, two generations
- Human-side policy and mandates
- Shift and engage culture in prevention
- Connect program & policy (ERPO/GVROs)

2
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What You Can Do …
• Take our folder – filled with
overview, programs and contact
information
• Get involved with SHP
- Make the Promise
- Become a Promise Leader
- Trainer or a virtual volunteer
- Advise and coach
• Bring our programs to your communities
• Follow and share our message and what you have learned

Discussion
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Thank You
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